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In the late seventeenth-century, Creole1 polymath Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora (1645-

1700), was at the forefront of studying indigenous history in New Spain and commissioned a 

portrait reflective of his intellectual interests. This full-length oil painting, Portrait of Moctezuma 

(Motecuhzoma II, Xocoyotzin), depicts Moctezuma II, Aztec emperor upon the arrival of 

Spaniards to the New World, in a classical style, in some ways akin to viceregal portraiture of 

the time (Fig.1). Moctezuma gazes at the viewer, his body in a three-quarters turn, adorned from 

head to toe in extravagant native warrior garb. His skin is quite dark, emphasizing his 

indigeneity, while his idealized body resembles European classical models as he strikes a 

powerful stance. He holds a feathered shield and a spear, appropriate props that signify his 

position as head of the powerful Aztec Empire.  

 This painting, commissioned by a Creole elite and depicting the indigenous body, 

immediately calls identity into question. Why would a Creole, at the upper echelon of society, 

seek to portray a conquered indigenous ruler in a hyper-naturalistic artistic style typically 

reserved for depicting the colonial elite, including the American embodiment of the Spanish 

monarch, the viceroy? Is Moctezuma’s indigeneity being celebrated or mocked? How would a 

Creole audience perceive such a painting? 

 Scholarship dealing with this particular portrait of Moctezuma is limited. An essay by 

historian Pablo Escalante Gonzalbo provides the most detailed look at the work. He concerns 

himself with tracing the painting’s sources and relationship to the Medici, the Italian merchant 

banking family to whom the painting was later sent. Gonzalbo convincingly illustrates Portrait 

                                                           
1 American-born person of full Spanish descent. See Anna More, Baroque Sovereignty: Carlos de Sigüenza y 

Góngora and the Creole Archive of Colonial Mexico (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2013); José 

Aﾐデﾗﾐｷﾗ M;┣┣ﾗデデｷが さCヴWﾗﾉW AｪWﾐIｷWゲ ;ﾐS デｴW ふPﾗゲデぶIﾗﾉﾗﾐｷ;ﾉ DWH;デW ｷﾐ “ヮ;ﾐｷゲｴ AﾏWヴｷI;がざ Iﾐ Coloniality at Large: 

Latin America and the Postcolonial Debate, edited by Mabel Moraña, Enrique Dussel, and Carlos A. Jáuregui, 77-

110 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2008). 
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of Moctezuma’s origins, suggesting it was visually influenced by two historical documents: the 

Codex Ixtlilxóchitl and the Manuscrito Tovar. The Codex Ixtlilxóchitl, written after 1582, 

depicts various Texcoco rulers in native garb, albeit in a Europeanized style (Fig.2).2 The 

Manuscrito Tovar (1583-1587) likewise illustrates indigenous rulers (Fig.3). Gonzalbo argues 

Portrait of Moctezuma was iconographically drawn from these sources by illustrating their 

similarities and asserting that these documents were in Sigüenza y Góngora’s possession at the 

time of the painting’s commission.3 The author considers this painting stylistically in terms of 

the moment of its production and attributes its creation to Antonio Rodríguez, a reputable artist 

with connections to Sigüenza y Góngora. He dates its authorship no earlier than 1680 and no 

later than 1697.4 Gonzalbo effectively argues these circumstances, but does not speak to their 

implications.  

Gonzalbo then discusses the painting’s connections to Italy. He asserts that it was 

delivered to Cosimo III de’ Medici, who knew of Sigüenza y Góngora and his native antiquities.5 

The portrait came into being as part of an increasingly globalized world with respect to socio-

economic, political, and intellectual networks. New Spain’s market economy allowed for the 

accumulation of great wealth.6 The Novohispanic elite consumed goods and interests from across 

the globe—Asian silk and ivory, European fine art, and American silverwork.7 Across the 

Atlantic ocean, Europeans consumed new American luxury items such as the vivid red hue used 

to dye textiles and mix paint available only through cochineal, American insects that the Aztecs 

                                                           
2 Pablo Escalante Gﾗﾐ┣;ﾉHﾗが さPﾗヴデヴ;ｷデ ﾗa MﾗIデW┣┌ﾏ; (Motecuhzoma II, Xocoyotzin),ざ Iﾐ Painting a New World: 

Mexican Art and Life 1521-1821, edited by Donna Pierce, Rogelio Ruiz Gomar and Clara Bargellini (Denver: Denver 

Art Museum, 2004), p. 171. 
3 Ibid., p. 172. 
4 Ibid., p. 177. 
5 Ibid., p. 175. 
6 Richard Aste, ed. Behind Closed Doors: Art in the Spanish American Home, 1492-1898 (New York: The Monacelli 

Press, 2013), p. 19. 
7 Ibid., p. 18. 
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harvested for red pigments.8 Additionally, the “discovery” of the New World led to a European 

interest in collecting American objects, especially those of the indigenous past. Detlef Heikamp’s 

seminal book Mexico and the Medici first asserted the connection regarding Florentine interest in 

the Americas, beginning as early as Florentines could acquire firsthand accounts of the New 

World from early explorers.9 This interest predates Cosimo III’s apparent connection to pre-

Columbian antiquities by nearly two centuries. 

Gonzalbo’s essay, placing Portrait of Moctezuma at the center of his argument, is the 

only one of its kind. While Gonzalbo convincingly substantiates his claims, his scope is limited 

to tracing the painting’s commission and subsequent delivery to Italy and therefore does not 

unpack interesting unknowns raised about the painting. Was this portrait commissioned for 

Cosimo III, specifically created to fulfill a Florentine humanist curiosity with the New World? 

Or, was this portrait commissioned for a Creole audience, a person comparable to Sigüenza y 

Góngora, or Sigüenza y Góngora himself, to be a part of the culture of conspicuous wealth in the 

Novohispanic elite home? While answers to these questions can only be speculative at best 

because of an apparent lack of documentation about the painting, Gonzalbo’s assertions about 

the portrait’s circumstances lend themselves to further investigation.10 

This thesis situates Portrait of Moctezuma within the Novohispanic context of the late 

seventeenth-century, building upon Gonzalbo’s suggestion of the painting’s participation in the 

                                                           
8 Byron Ellsworth Hamannが さThe Mirrors of Las Meninas: Cochineal, Silver, and Clayがざ The Art Bulletin, 92 (2010): 6-

35. 
9 Detlef Heikamp, Mexico and the Medici (Florence: Editrice Edam, 1972); Lia Markey, Imagining the Americas in 

Medici Florence (University Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 2016).  
10 E.g. Jaime Cuadriello proposes that Portrait of Moctezuma was intended for a Creole audience by comparing it to 

another portrait of Moctezuma intended for an indigenous audience. See Jaime Cuadriello, さMﾗIデW┣┌ﾏ; デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ 
the Centuries,ざ In Race and Classification: The Case of Mexican America, edited by Ilona Katzew and Susan Deans-

Smith, 119-150 (Standford: Stanford University Press, 2009).  
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increasingly global network of objects and, I argue, identities. Surprisingly underrepresented in 

scholarship given Sigüenza y Góngora’s importance, I argue that an analysis of Portrait of 

Moctezuma is an important addition to the historiography of the construction of Creole identity.  

Using scholarship on Creole identity, including the notion of the “Creole archive,” I consider 

Sigüenza y Góngora’s two major commissions, a triumphal arch for the 1680 entrada and 

Portrait of Moctezuma, to demonstrate that the construction of Creole identity ranged from the 

rich public arena to the private domain and had different implications depending on the audience. 

I analyze Portrait of Moctezuma with respect to the painting’s two solid knowns: it was 

commissioned by Sigüenza y Góngora and it was ultimately sent to Cosimo III de’ Medici.11 

From these circumstances a useful parallel emerges, situating Portrait of Moctezuma in a twofold 

tradition of collecting, archiving, and looking to the American past and a Novohispanic elite 

tendency by the late seventeenth-century to appropriate the indigenous body in pictorial form. 

While I consider the work as part of a larger global matrix of collecting, my focus is not on the 

Medici, but on New Spain and Creole intellectual discourse in Mexico City. This approach will 

highlight the ubiquity in Creoles’ grasp for legitimacy and a defined identity through visual 

culture. 

 

The Creole Archive 

 By the late seventeenth-century, when Portrait of Moctezuma is thought to have been 

created, New Spain was deeply entrenched in a globalized dialogue of identity—an outgrowth of 

European colonial practices.12 Literary scholar Anna More has articulated this situation through 

her discussion of the “Creole archive,” pertinent to Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora’s 

                                                           
11 Gonzalbo justifies these two claims in his essayく Gﾗﾐ┣;ﾉHﾗが さPﾗヴデヴ;ｷデ ﾗa MﾗIデW┣┌ﾏ;くざ  
12 Aste, Behind Closed Doors, p. 21. 
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commission.13 She argues that Creoles felt tension in their identity, simultaneously perceiving 

themselves as rightful heirs to power inherited from conquistadors and indigenous nobility, while 

also aware of the weaknesses of Hapsburg rule and increasingly blurred social hierarchy.14 

Creole elites took it upon themselves, therefore, to strengthen the viceregal order of society and 

better position their power, which was situated below that of Peninsular Spaniards (born in 

Spain) but above that of Natives, Africans, and the castas (or racially-mixed populations). More 

argues against the common interpretation of Creole agency belonging to an inevitable attempt to 

break away from the Spanish monarchy—rather, it was an attempt to “naturalize what in fact was 

a political condition fraught with problems.”15 More states that the secret to doing so lay in the 

Creole archive, a collection of indigenous artifacts and writings, produced before colonization 

and shortly thereafter, that could be used to assert power. This power lay in Creoles’ unique 

ability, through their dual heritage, to interpret and intellectually claim both pre-Columbian 

antiquity and European traditions.16 A functional government in New Spain, in the Creole 

imagination, would utilize aspects of both traditions to appeal to its mixed population.17 While 

More focuses her discussion of the Creole archive primarily on strengthening the viceregal order, 

I use it to discuss the construction of Creole identity more broadly. Creole elites used the Creole 

archive to distinguish themselves from Peninsulars, who could not lay claim to the indigenous 

objects or American history. They collected and ordered objects from the indigenous past to 

serve their present struggle of climbing the social hierarchy. This included a transatlantic prestige 

                                                           
13 More, Baroque Sovereignty, p. 13. 
14 Ibid., p. 6.  
15 Ibid., p. 11. 
16 Ibid., p. 13. 
17 Ibid., p. 117. 
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associated with collecting, as exhibited by the Medici, that the conquest and colonization of the 

Americas made possible.  

In addition to the indigenous objects of the Creole archive themselves having an 

intellectual and political significance to Creoles, objects in the archive were also used as a basis 

for colonial artworks. The documents in Sigüenza y Góngora’s personal collection (Codex 

Ixtlilxóchitl and Manuscrito Tovar) that Portrait of Moctezuma was based upon are a part of the 

Creole archive. Additionally, Sigüenza y Góngora likely used the Codex Ixtlilxóchitl in his 

seminal commission of public art, the triumphal arch design for the 1680 viceregal entrada, or 

ceremonial entrance of the new viceroy, which included portraits of indigenous emperors 

mounted on its surface.18 

 

Creole Identity in the Public Sphere 

Having introduced how Creole elites like Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora used the Creole 

archive in order to assert a position of superiority in New Spain, the complex and fluctuating 

nature of Creole identity in the late seventeenth-century needs to be explicated at the onset of this 

discussion as a product of the historical circumstances in New Spain. There is some contention 

among scholars about the nature of Creole identity—some maintain that Creole identity-building 

is defined by a clean break from the Spanish monarchy as a sort of proto-nationalism.19 Others, 

such as art historian Michael Schreffler, argue against this entirely and assert that Creole identity 

(as seen through visual culture) was constituted within an allegiance to the Spanish crown.20 As 

aforementioned, Anna More states that Creole identity-building was an attempt to “naturalize” 

                                                           
18 Ibid., p. 113. 
19 María Fernández, Cosmopolitanism in Mexican Visual Culture (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2014), pp. 28-31. 
20 Michael Schreffler, The Art of Allegiance: Visual Culture and Imperial Power in Baroque New Spain (University 

Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2007).  
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the problematic colonial order and therefore does not agree entirely with either claim.21 Art 

historian María Fernández provides a comprehensive analysis of the ambiguity of Creole identity 

in her book Cosmopolitanism in Mexican Visual Culture.22 She argues that Creole identity 

cannot be understood as a static concept, but rather, “multiple, often contradictory, and 

perpetually in flux.”23 She too cites Michael Schreffler and contends that his allegiance thesis is 

too one-sided, that Creoles could, in fact, simultaneously have Spanish allegiance and feel a 

blossoming patriotism in New Spain.24  

The Spanish Crown created institutions which informed this colonial order. Historian 

María Elena Martínez’s book Genealogical Fictions provides an in-depth discussion of the 

institutional models grounding the social hierarchy of the Spanish Americas. Her work supplies a 

comprehensive understanding of how the Iberian medieval concept of limpieza de sangre, or 

(Christian) purity of blood, transferred to New Spain and manifested itself in colonial society. 

She details how the religious ideology of limpieza de sangre became entwined with the 

increasingly phenotypical racial concerns of the casta system, in which Indian and African blood 

were considered stains on lineage.25 This ideology was systematized by the government through 

the sistema de castas, in which purity of blood determined one’s right to hold office and “stains” 

on the blood line led to subjugation.26 

Martínez illustrates that limpieza de sangre promoted a culture of obsession with 

genealogy in New Spain. Creoles had to prove their pure Spanish blood to exercise power, to 

                                                           
21 More, Baroque Sovereignty, p. 11. 
22 Fernández, Cosmopolitanism in Mexican Visual Culture. 
23 Ibid., p. 28. 
24 Ibid., p. 30.  
25 María Elena Martínez, Genealogical Fictions: Limpieza de Sangre, Religion, and Gender in Colonial Mexico 

(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2008) p. 3. 
26 Ibid. 
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prove their lineages were without stains. The early colonial system also promoted genealogical 

purity within the indigenous community. Spanish colonists attempted to create a dual system of 

governance in which Spaniards and Indians were entirely separate—native communities 

(república de indios) maintained institutional autonomy but were in a feudal relationship with 

the Spanish Crown. The structure maintained that native communities would pay tribute to the 

Crown and convert to Catholicism, while the Crown provided protection and the ability to 

remain relatively politically autonomous, meaning only native elites (“pure Indians”) were able 

to hold political office and land. While the separation between Indians and Spaniards was 

unsuccessful in the reality of colonial society, Martínez suggests that this structure perpetuated a 

social discourse in which pure noble Indian blood was prized. Parallel to Spaniards, an interest in 

the genealogical tracings of Indian purity was promoted.27   

These historical circumstances gave way to public attempts to, as Anna More states, 

“naturalize” the colonial order.28 Elaborate festivals proved to be a popular strategy. The Spanish 

government sponsored fantastic spectacles in Mexico City before a majority native population. 

Historian Linda Curcio-Nagy argues that the most dazzling aspect of these festivals was the 

participation of natives—dressed in traditional garb, they danced, performatively fought with 

indigenous weapons, and twirled around thirty-foot poles. Their participation was vital in 

establishing the legitimacy of the events. The government designated certain natives and 

Africans as “the perfect vassals” who participated in festivals and acted as idealized 

representatives of their subjugated classes. Curcio-Nagy characterizes this technique as a way to 

promote these individuals as colonial “success stor[ies],” illustrating that the Spanish-imposed 

hierarchy was beneficial to all. The Spanish ruling class’s goal was to make the general 

                                                           
27 Martínez, Genealogical Fictions, pp. 92, 112. 
28 More, Baroque Sovereignty, p. 11. 
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subjugated public feel that their position at the bottom of the hierarchy was justified and the 

colony united through the magnificence of such festivals and the participation of individuals of 

their own classes.29 

In summation, festivals were extremely common in New Spain and functioned as 

theatrical displays that visually and performatively reified colonial power. Because of New 

Spain’s diverse population (Spanish elites being the minority), the spectacle of festivals was 

understood as a necessary tactic to forge a collective history. The overall message of these 

spectacles was that Spanish authority was legitimate and beneficial to all social classes.30 Curcio-

Nagy succinctly explains this goal, “For the festival sponsors the desired result was to create a 

vision of an idealized colonial polity where everyone knew their place in the social hierarchy.”31 

In 1680, the viceregal entrance, or entrada,32 was no exception to this goal and stands as 

an excellent example through which to understand the workings of the Creole archive in the 

public sphere. Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora was commissioned, along with scholar Sor Juana 

Inés de la Cruz, to create triumphal arches for the viceregal entrance of Don Tomás Antonio de 

la Cerda, Marquis de la Laguna. Sor Juana and Sigüenza y Góngora designed arches to perform 

colonial power. Sor Juana designed her triumphal arch in line with the popular classical 

tradition—entitled “Allegorical Neptune,” she employed classical mythology to establish a 

connection between Laguna and Lake Texcoco, on which Tenochtitlan (and, subsequently, 

Mexico City) was constructed. Sigüenza y Góngora, on the other hand, chose a more innovative 

                                                           
29 Linda A. Curcio-Nagy, The Great Festivals of Colonial Mexico City: Performing Power and Identity (Albuquerque: 

University of New Mexico Press, 2004) pp. 41-43. 
30 Ibid., pp. 2-6. 
31 Ibid., p. 7. 
32 This was a rite of investiture for the viceroy, or face of the Spanish monarch in the American colonies. Alejandro 

Cañeque, TｴW Kｷﾐｪげゲ Lｷ┗ｷﾐｪ Iﾏ;ｪWぎ TｴW C┌ﾉデ┌ヴW ;ﾐS PﾗﾉｷデｷIゲ ﾗa VｷIeregal Power in Colonial Mexico (New York: 

Routledge, 2004).  
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design. His commission included emblems depicting a lineage of Aztec monarchs, symbolically 

suggesting that these indigenous rulers were precursors to the arriving viceroy in a seamless 

transition from pre-conquest times to the colonial present.33 Rather than reaching back into 

European antiquity as Sor Juana chose to do, and as was the established precedent, Sigüenza y 

Góngora opted for the local antiquity, New Spain’s own glorious past.34  

As María Elena Martínez illustrates in Genealogical Fictions, there was a tradition of 

glorifying, to some degree, indigenous nobility in New Spain. Martínez points out that although 

contemporary natives were subjugated in Novohispanic colonial society (although less so than 

Africans), natives of the indigenous noble class were initially highly useful to Spanish 

conquerors. In order to gain legitimacy, Spanish settlers operated in colonial society within the 

preexisting indigenous institutions and nobility.35 Spaniards also intermarried with indigenous 

noble women during the early colonial period to co-opt power.  Martínez states that the 

subsequent generations who especially benefitted from Spanish-Native Noble miscegenation 

were descendants of Moctezuma, who were honored both in New Spain and, if they chose to 

immigrate, Iberian Spain.36 This generational social acceptance of the Moctezumas provides one 

aspect of explanation as to why the last Aztec emperor should be portrayed by a Creole in a 

seemingly honorable way—the utilization of indigenous nobility was vital in creating Spanish 

hegemony in New Spain.  

Notably, one of the emblems on the triumphal entrada arch was a portrait of Moctezuma. 

Gonzalbo dated Portrait of Moctezuma after 1680 because of the assumption that the emblem 

was its precursor. He argues against the idea that Portrait of Moctezuma may have actually been 

                                                           
33 More, Baroque Sovereignty, pp. 113-117. 
34 Ibid., p. 115. 
35 Martínez, Genealogical Fictions, p. 105. 
36 Ibid., p. 111. 
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the emblem used on the arch because of Sigüenza y Góngora’s textual description of the 

emblems in his Teatro, a pamphlet describing the arch and explaining the ideology behind it. The 

portrait of Moctezuma on the triumphal arch was, according to Gonzalbo’s reading of Teatro, 

less ethnographically accurate and included luxurious objects surrounding the emperor. 

Gonzalbo argues that the painter of the entrada arch emblems, José Rodríguez Carnero, was a 

friend of Antonio Rodríguez, who he proposes painted Portrait of Moctezuma. He states that the 

style of Portrait of Moctezuma is quite close with that of José Rodríguez Carnero, but has the 

greatest affinity with Antonio Rodríguez.37 Because of these similarities between the triumphal 

arch portrait of Moctezuma and Antonio Rodríguez’s portrait, I propose that arguments made 

about Sigüenza y Góngora’s triumphal arch commission, especially in how it relates to Creole 

identity-building, can be applied to analysis of Portrait of Moctezuma with careful 

considerations.  

Anna More asserts that, “Sigüenza y Góngora argues that the historical lineage of Mexica 

kings—despite its association with the pre-Columbian pagan past—is a more appropriate mirror 

for Spanish kingship than its classical mythology.”38 Contradictorily, in his Teatro, Sigüenza y 

Góngora defends Sor Juana’s use of the classical mythology—he claims that Neptune, as shown 

through Sor Juana’s “Allegorical Neptune” was not a deity, but instead the father of indigenous 

Americans. The viceroy entering the city during the entrada, he states, is the reincarnation of 

Neptune, the father of the indigenous population.39 This tells us that while Sigüenza y Góngora 

was innovative in his use of local antiquity, he still needed to ground his ideology in European 

antiquity in order to legitimize the indigenous body. 

                                                           
37 Gﾗﾐ┣;ﾉHﾗが さPﾗヴデヴ;ｷデ ﾗa MﾗIデW┣┌ﾏ;がざ pp. 176-177. 
38 MﾗヴW ┌ゲWゲ さMW┝ｷI;がざ ┘ｴｷﾉW I ┌ゲW さA┣デWIくざ TｴW デWヴﾏゲ ;ヴW ｷﾐデWヴIｴ;ﾐｪW;HﾉWが デｴﾗ┌ｪｴ MW┝ｷI; ｷゲ ┘ｴ;デ デｴW A┣デWIゲ 
called themselves. More, Baroque Sovereignty, p. 122.  
39 Ibid., pp. 141-144. 
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  Sigüenza y Góngora’s Teatro describes further methods of manipulating the indigenous 

emblems to fit within the accepted colonial elite discourse. As the final emblem, Sigüenza y 

Góngora included Huitzilopochtli, the Aztec god of war and patron god of Tenochtitlan, in 

addition to the eleven emblems of pre-conquest pagan monarchs. However, he wiped 

Huitzilopochtli of his religious significance, claiming instead that he was a secular leader 

(similar to his assertion that Neptune was not a deity either but an actual living man).40 Sigüenza 

y Góngora stated, “…in [the Indians’] ignorant barbarism…they did not know how to repay him 

except through apotheosis, and so after his death they venerated him as a god.”41 In order to 

further strip the native nobility depicted upon the arch of their paganism, Sigüenza y Góngora 

attributed a Christian virtue of “good governance” to each, thereby interpreting the pagan past 

through a Christian model built for New Spain rulership.42 By doing so, Sigüenza y Góngora 

believed that the viceroy would “animate” the emblems, “[rebirthing them] as the foundation of 

New Spain’s governance” in order to establish a ruler founded upon local history and who could 

therefore be legitimate in the eyes of the large indigenous population.43 More describes the 

arrival of the viceroy into Mexico City as the allegorical end to the mythical story of the 

founding of Tenochtitlan. Essentially, Sigüenza y Góngora rewrote the founding narrative with 

this arch, editing it to where legitimate history includes pre-conquest past but officially begins 

with the arrival of the viceroy. The pre-conquest rulers’ spirits and (Christianized) moral 

characteristics of good governance are ignited into the spirit of the new viceroy upon his 

triumphant entry.44 

                                                           
40 Ibid., pp. 122-128.  
41 Ibid., p. 127.  
42 Ibid., p. 111. 
43 Ibid., p. 117.  
44 Ibid., pp. 133-135. 
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As a historian of indigenous history, Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora embraced the 

indigenous past of New Spain through a highly elite lens. It is notable that Sigüenza y Góngora 

loathed contemporary natives.45 This puts his glorification of the indigenous past into perspective 

as a rhetorical structure only and is an excellent example of typical Creole thought among elites 

at the time. Higher in the social order than indigenous peoples or Africans, yet lower than 

Spanish Peninsulars, Creoles created ways of valorizing their eliteness in New Spain to navigate 

this middle space, reaching their way towards the top of the social hierarchy. The idea was to 

claim New Spain’s “glorious past” as their own in order to establish themselves as the legitimate 

highest social echelon (as opposed to Spanish Peninsulars, who had no local ties to New Spain). 

These tensions were heightened because of Creoles’ legal inability to hold the highest positions 

of power in government—Creoles felt that their local ties to New Spain should allow them the 

ability to hold these positions, arguing that they could rule it more effectively.46  

If Creoles understood their position in society as higher than indigenous peoples and 

Africans, but lower than Spaniards, a Creolized celebration of a Spanish institution was a way to 

assert agency within their middle space. Creoles must have felt an appreciation for the Spanish 

monarchy, as Schreffler points out, because without the legitimacy of a powerfully-backed 

conquest, Creoles may not have had the elite status they did or have the currency of being good 

Christians.47 Simultaneously, however, Creoles could not be complacent in their position as 

second to Peninsulars because they were the ones living in New Spain, becoming increasingly 

removed from their Iberian ties. Therefore, Sigüenza y Góngora’s triumphal arch is an example 

of supporting the Spanish political institutions that granted Creole elites power, while 

                                                           
45 Cañeque, TｴW Kｷﾐｪげゲ Lｷ┗ｷﾐｪ Iﾏ;ｪWが p. 225. 
46 M;┣┣ﾗデデｷが さCヴWﾗﾉW AｪWﾐIｷWゲがざ ヮヮく ΒΒ-90. 
47 Schreffler, The Art of Allegiance. 
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simultaneously asserting a unique understanding of New Spain through inside knowledge of the 

Creole archive by appropriating the indigenous past to their social benefit. Notably, prior to 

Sigüenza y Góngora’s triumphal arch, depictions of indigeneity in this context would have only 

been used as a collective memory reminder of the conquest and indigenous subjugation.48 

In addition to Sigüenza y Góngora’s triumphal arch, the Virgin of Guadalupe stands as an 

important example of Creole identity construction in the public sphere. The image of the Virgin 

of Guadalupe is said to have miraculously appeared on a tilma (a cloak of cactus fiber) to Juan 

Diego, an indigenous convert to Christianity in 1531 New Spain (Fig.4).49 The image resembles 

the European Renaissance images of the Virgin Mary, besides her darker colored skin, which 

denotes the indigenous authorship.50 While the Virgin of Guadalupe’s darker skin tone has a 

precedent in the medieval Iberian Black Madonna, the Novohispanic Marian image departed 

from Old World associations and became a “homegrown cult.” Her popularity grew massively.51  

The Virgin of Guadalupe’s popularity in the New World illustrated the success of the 

Christianization effort, legitimizing the conquest. Her indigenous connections and imagery were 

employed by Creoles as a way to separate themselves from Peninsular Spain, not unlike 

Sigüenza y Góngora’s use of indigenous rulers in his triumphal arch. In fact, the Virgin of 

Guadalupe was utilized in festivals by New Spain’s government in much the same way that the 

Aztec emperors were used in the triumphal arch.52 The Virgin of Guadalupe provided Creoles an 

American Marian devotion in the same way that the objects of the Creole archive provided them 

an American history. Additionally, both the Virgin of Guadalupe and the images of native 

                                                           
48 More, Baroque Sovereignty, p. 113.  
49 Jeanette Favrot Peterson, Visualizing Guadalupe: From Black Madonna to Queen of the Americas (Austin: 

University of Texas Press, 2014) p. 1. 
50 Ibid., p. 105. 
51 Ibid., p. x. 
52 Ibid., p. 229. 
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nobility on Sigüenza y Góngora’s arch promoted the idea that natives were redeemable, capable 

of becoming good Christians. A Marian image appearing to Juan Diego, an indigenous Christian 

convert, divinely showed that natives could become part of Christianity. Likewise, Sigüenza y 

Góngora attributed Christian values onto the native nobility on the arch. Both examples illustrate 

indigeneity filtered through a Christian lens. The indigenous body became useful to Creoles once 

it was valorized by Christianity—the concept of the indigenous convert could be utilized to 

promote the success of New Spain and Creole distinction from Peninsulars. 

 

Creole Identity in the Private Sphere 

I have illustrated how Sigüenza y Góngora’s triumphal arch and the related imagery of 

the entrada functioned as an agent in constructing Creole identity in public spaces. This theme 

carries over into the public displays of the Virgin of Guadalupe, a massively popular Christian 

image with strong ties to the indigenous and Creole landscapes. Creole identity-construction was 

more ubiquitous than these examples suggest, however. Creoles performed their identity on a 

quotidian basis, attempting to climb the social ladder through demonstrations of their wealth in 

private as well as public spaces. While the previous section drew from scholars who have used 

Sigüenza y Góngora as an example of Creole identity-construction on a public scale, this section 

pulls him into the private domain through considering the possibility that Portrait of Moctezuma 

functioned within the cultural context of conspicuous wealth.  

Behind Closed Doors, an exhibition catalogue of essays edited by Richard Aste, focuses 

on the culture of luxury goods within the Novohispanic elite home.53 He states that this culture 

was imported to the Americas from Europe, as Spanish colonists first came to the Americas with 

                                                           
53 Aste, Behind Closed Doors. 
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many of their possessions. As the colonial project continued, New Spain became incredibly 

wealthy and began to produce its own range of material things, some of which departed 

significantly from European forms.54 Aste argues that for Creoles, whose status was stifled by 

Spanish authority, “conspicuous consumption was a proud response… Spanish Americans 

displayed luxurious objects as pointed reminders to their Peninsular Spanish guests of the 

empire’s ongoing dependence on silver and other New World resources.”55 The homes 

themselves were structured to serve such purposes: rooms facing the streets of Mexico City were 

often seen by guests of the upper echelon and were by far the most lavishly decorated. The 

homes extended away from the street, becoming increasingly more private and less ostentatious. 

Wealth was meant to be paraded, not quietly tucked away (Fig.5).56 The elite home as a social 

stage was restricted to an elite audience—the indigenous and African population would not have 

had access to these homes unless it was in the role of a servant or slave. However, the 

ostentatious display of wealth was not limited to the home. Creoles traveled in luxury and 

dressed lavishly. Mia L. Bagneris, contributor to Behind Closed Doors, points out that visual 

culture was vital to the signification of one’s status, because, “While references to sangre 

dominated the language of status in Spanish culture, pure and noble blood bled red just like 

everyone else’s.”57 Additionally, race in the modern understanding was not as phenotypically 

driven as it is today—it was much more elastic. Therefore, Creoles’ social standing, a middle 

space above the castas but below the Peninsulars, was not a given. It had to be performed.58 

                                                           
54 Ibid., pp. 18-19. 
55 Ibid., p. 21. 
56 Jorge F. Rivas PéヴW┣が さDﾗﾏWゲデｷI Dｷゲヮﾉ;┞ ｷﾐ デｴW “ヮ;ﾐｷゲｴ O┗WヴゲW;ゲ TWヴヴｷデﾗヴｷWゲがざ ｷﾐ AゲデWが Behind Closed Doors, p. 66. 
57 Mｷ; Lく B;ｪﾐWヴｷゲが さRWｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐｷﾐｪ R;IWが Cﾉ;ゲゲが ;ﾐS ISWﾐデｷデ┞ ｷﾐ デｴW NW┘ WﾗヴﾉSがざ ｷﾐ AゲデWが Behind Closed Doors, p. 163. 
58 Ibid., pp. 164-166. 
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An example of such performance through visual culture is provided by Barbara Mundy in 

her essay “Moteuczoma Reborn.”59 She focuses on Biombo de la Conquista de México y Vista de 

la Ciudad de México, a biombo (folding screen) which depicts a chaotic scene of the conquest of 

Tenochtitlan on one side (Fig.6.1), and, in juxtaposition, an ordered grid map of Mexico City on 

the other side (Fig.6.2).60 This biombo, to be exhibited in a domestic space, illustrates Creoles’ 

fascination with the globalized economy, in which luxury objects such as a colonial-produced, 

Japanese-inspired folding screen were available.61 Such an object, displayed in a colonial elite 

home, would function as a conversation piece and illustrates an attempt to construct a historical 

narrative. The biombo’s depiction of the conquest turning chaos into order is a small-scale visual 

representation of the Spanish interest in ordering society. This theme appears in the grand 

festivals funded by the government, the promotion of the Virgin of Guadalupe as a 

representation of colonial success, and even the ideology of limpieza de sangre, in which blood 

is ordered hierarchically. This biombo’s content participates in the performance of Creole social 

status because a Creole in possession of such an object is claiming the conquest narrative, as 

decedents of the original conquistadors.  

Another example of this type of object is Folding Screen with Indian Wedding and Flying 

Pole (Fig.7). This biombo, which displays exoticized native customs would have been displayed 

in an elite home as a sort of conversation piece, designed to “delight and bewilder.”62 The 

production of images of natives for an upper-class audience’s entertainment at roughly the same 

time as Portrait of Moctezuma speaks to how the images overall operated in the production of 

                                                           
59 B;ヴH;ヴ; M┌ﾐS┞が さMﾗデeuczoma Reborn: Biombo Paintings and Collective Memory in Colonial Mexico City,ざ 
Winterthur Portfolio, 45 (2011): 161-176. 
60 Ibid., 164. 
61 Aste, Behind Closed Doors, p. 18. 
62 Ilona Katzew, Casta Painting: Images of Race in Eighteenth-Century Mexico (New Haven: Yale University Press, 

2004) p. 179. 
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imperial seeing. The upper class had the wealth, resources, and power to portray the lower class 

as they pleased, while the opposite was not the case. I argue these themes also inform Portrait of 

Moctezuma, a means of imposing visual control over the indigenous body while simultaneously 

using that same body to Creole advantage in abstract discourses about identity involving 

Peninsulars. 

 

Portrait of Moctezuma and the Construction of Creole Identity 

Portrait of Moctezuma shows three distinct layers of Creole identity-construction. First, it 

was born from the Creole archive and therefore uses local antiquity as a means to create a 

distinct duel heritage that Creoles had agency over, as exemplified through the ideologies behind 

Sigüenza y Góngora’s entrada arch design. Second, the indigenous iconography in a classicizing 

style illustrates a European correcting of the indigenous body, rendering local American 

antiquity in the Greco-Roman standard. This demonstrates the ability of Creoles to appropriate 

the indigenous past for their own means. Third, Portrait of Moctezuma’s being sent to Cosimo 

III de’ Medici speaks to Creole elite agency and prowess to produce something that the Medici, 

who traditionally commissioned art to demonstrate their own power, would be interested in 

obtaining.63 

While both Portrait of Moctezuma and Sigüenza y Góngora’s arch commission were 

likely based upon the same indigenous source material in Sigüenza y Góngora’s possession, 

Portrait of Moctezuma is an example of the Creole archive being used to assert power among a 

primarily elite audience. As illustrated in the previous section, Creole elites constructed identity 

through conspicuous consumption, objects presented behind doors closed to the lower echelons 

                                                           
63 John M. Najemy, A History of Florence 1200-1575 (Malden: Blackwell Publishing, 2008), pp. 341-374. 
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of society, but open to the elite. Sigüenza y Góngora’s triumphal arch’s ideology was grounded 

on audience—the castas would see and participate in the festivals of the entrada, which would 

therefore strengthen the viceregal order. I assert that Portrait of Moctezuma, born from the 

Creole archive, functioned to enforce a Creole identity which was primarily in dialogue with 

other elites, and, ultimately, the transatlantic economy when it was sent to Florence. The Creole 

archive in this application, then, did not serve to strengthen the viceregal order, but instead 

served to claim local antiquity as uniquely controlled by Creoles, as opposed to their Peninsular 

elite guests. This American local antiquity is part of the European humanist intellectual tradition 

of an interest in classical history and culture.  

As previously discussed, Sigüenza y Góngora considered classical iconography 

inappropriate for his arch commission, yet positioned the Aztec kings within a classical ideology 

by stating that Neptune was the progenitor of the Indians. In his view, native nobility was not 

legitimate by itself; it had to be filtered through the European standard. This theme is also at 

work in Portrait of Moctezuma—the artist legitimizes Moctezuma by depicting him in a classical 

style. The iconography used to depict Moctezuma suggests the pure, noble indigeneity 

traditionally valued in early Novohispanic society. María Elena Martínez asserts that the early 

colonial utility of Spanish ties to native nobility reappeared in late seventeenth-century visual 

culture—memorials were produced celebrating these politically beneficial relationships. Portrait 

of Moctezuma, while not explicitly a depiction of Spanish-Indian bonds, functions in a similar 

way. The portrait is clearly a celebration of native nobility, as opposed to Creoles’ native 

contemporaries. Martínez points out that Creoles were extremely careful about their association 

with New Spain’s indigenous population. Creoles made sure that this association was purely with 
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natives who were “remote and noble,” who did not, in Creole discourse, have much connection 

to the impoverished contemporary natives.64   

To further disassociate the idealized Moctezuma from native realities, his portrait is 

classicized. María Fernández claims that Novohispanic intellectuals recognized classicism as the, 

“international visual language of their time,” therefore speaking to the Creole elite in a domestic 

context.65 In his essay “Portrait of Moctezuma (Motecuhzoma II, Xocoyotzin),” Pablo Escalante 

Gonzalbo asserts that Portrait of Moctezuma’s iconography can be largely traced to two sources 

that were in Sigüenza y Góngora’s possession at the time of the portrait’s creation: the Codex 

Ixtlilxóchitl and the Manuscrito Tovar. He specifically points to one image within each 

manuscript, the portrait of the indigenous king Nezahualpilli and another portrait of Moctezuma 

himself, from Codex Ixtlilxóchitl and Manuscrito Tovar, respectively.66 Gonzalbo claims that 

these two folios provided the iconography shown in Portrait of Moctezuma. He does not 

mention, however, that there are iconographical choices in Portrait of Moctezuma that cannot be 

traced to either of these folios. The version of Moctezuma shown in Portrait of Moctezuma does 

not have a skin tone, feather shield, necklace, textile details, or background that can be traced to 

the images suggested by Gonzalbo. However, there are more folios in the Codex Ixtlilxóchitl that 

seemingly provide seeds for these iconographical choices. Other indigenous figures (Fig.8,9) are 

shown holding feathered shields, although they look quite different from the shield shown in 

Rodríguez’s portrait. The angle of the head looks nearly identical to yet another Texcoco ruler 

(Fig.10). Additionally, the portrait of the Aztec rain god Tlolac is shown with a skin tone more 

                                                           
64 Martínez, Genealogical Fictions, pp. 197-198. 
65 Fernández, Cosmopolitanism in Mexican Visual Culture, p. 39. 
66 Gﾗﾐ┣;ﾉHﾗが さPﾗヴデヴ;ｷデ ﾗa MﾗIデW┣┌ﾏ;がざ ヮく 172. 
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similar to Rodríguez’s portrait than any of the others (Fig.9). The necklace, textile details, and 

background find no precedent in the Codex Ixtlilxóchitl.  

The similarities of Portrait of Moctezuma to other folios in Codex Ixtlilxóchitl and 

iconographical choices that seem to not have roots in any source material put forward by 

Gonzalbo suggest that the artist drew from ample visual sources. In addition to the historical 

repository of image culture found in the Creole archive, the painter also could have worked from 

contemporaneous images of indigenous people, such as the iconography of biombos. The artist 

had abundant choices for creative recombination of imagery, speaking to the highly idealized, 

constructed nature of not only the classicizing style, but the iconographic choices themselves. 

The Creole elite’s act of displaying the indigenous past as a range of carefully selected 

iconographic choices from various sources in a Europeanized style that would heighten their own 

standing in the Novohispanic sphere shows Portrait of Moctezuma as a participant in the 

construction of Creole identity.  

Finally, considering Portrait of Moctezuma’s relationship to the Medici in Florence 

illustrates the effort to promote Creole elite status on a transatlantic scale. The prestigious act of 

collecting and ordering the Creole archive in New Spain has a parallel tradition in Florence—the 

Medici were also interested in and collected New World objects, such as Aztec feather work.67 

While it is unknown if Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora commissioned this work specifically with 

Cosimo III in mind, he appears to have quickly jumped on the opportunity to have it shipped 

abroad.68 Sigüenza y Góngora’s efforts to establish transatlantic connections to the birthplace of 

the Renaissance by sending such an expensive portrait is an act of Creole elite agency on a 

globalized scale.  

                                                           
67 Heikamp, Mexico and the Medici. 
68 Gﾗﾐ┣;ﾉHﾗが さPﾗヴデヴ;ｷデ ﾗa MﾗIデW┣┌ﾏ;がざ ヮく ヱΑヵく 
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Sigüenza y Góngora’s painting commission of an indigenous ruler and its subsequent 

shipment to Europe speaks to a broader trajectory of American history being cast on both sides 

of the Atlantic Ocean. Historian Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra states that throughout the eighteenth-

century, Europeans began to no longer study indigenous non-alphabetic evidence to understand 

American history, but rather employed it to comment upon the inferior mental abilities of 

indigenous Americans. In reaction to this, the Spanish American colonies fashioned their own 

version of American history, in which these same indigenous historians were prized. If their 

previous historiographies were flawed, the Creoles argued, it was due to misinterpretation of 

reliable upper-class indigenous evidence or the use of unreliable evidence written by indigenous 

commoners.69 Sigüenza y Góngora’s ideologies, which elevated the noble indigenous body but 

wanted to remain disassociated with indigenous commoners, are earlier manifestations of this 

trend. Portrait of Moctezuma depicts an indigenous body valorized through Greco-Roman 

classicism. Sent abroad, it therefore participated in the transoceanic dialogue about the 

legitimacy and value of indigenous peoples in casting an American history. 

 

Conclusion 

 In this thesis, I have analyzed the Portrait of Moctezuma and framed it as a participant in 

Creole identity-construction of late seventeenth-century New Spain. I have shown that Portrait 

of Moctezuma, underrepresented in scholarship especially in comparison to Carlos de Sigüenza y 

Góngora’s entrada arch commission, was drawn from what Anna More calls the Creole archive, 

indigenous artifacts Creole elites collected and organized to establish historical legitimacy in 

New Spain. After discussing examples of the construction of Creole identity in the public sphere, 

                                                           
69 Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra, How to Write the History of the New World: Histories, Epistemologies, and Identities in 

the Eighteenth-Century Atlantic World (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2001), pp. 2-4. 
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I assert this portrait would have been used for domestic display, part of the culture of 

conspicuous consumption Creole elites participated in to climb the social hierarchy. Finally, I 

shift to the portrait’s connection to Cosimo III de’ Medici in Florence, discussing how the ability 

to produce such an expensive object that the cultural center of Europe would be interested in was 

yet another way to assert Creole eliteness. Much research remains to this end—my thesis only 

tangentially touched upon the simultaneous interest in collecting and organizing the American 

past in Florence. A humanist curiosity about native antiquity is seen on both sides of the Atlantic 

Ocean, yet work is still to be done to understand this transoceanic network of elite information 

exchange and identity construction.   
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Figure 2. Nezahualpilli, Codex Ixtlilxóchitl. After 

1582. Paint and metal leaf on paper. Bibliothèque 

Nationale de France, Paris. 

Figure 1. Attributed to Antonio Rodriguez.  

Portrait of Moctezuma. 1680-1697. Oil on canvas. 

71 ¾ x 42 in. Museo degli Argenti, Florence, Italy. 
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Figure 3. Moctezuma. Manuscrito Tovar. 1583-1587. Paint on paper. John Carter Brown Library. 

Providence, Rhode Island.  

 

 Figure 4. Our Lady of Guadalupe. 1555. Oil and 

tempera on cloth. Basilica of Our Lady of Guadalupe, Mexico City. 
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Figure 5. Casa de los Azulejos. 

Mexico City. 

 

 

Figure 6.1. Biombo de la Conquista de Mexico y Vista de la Ciudad de Mexico. 1690. Oil on 

canvas. Museo Franz Mayer, Mexico City. 
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Figure 6.2. 

 

 

Figure 7. Unknown artist. Folding Screen with Indian Wedding and Flying Pole. Second half of 

the seventeenth century. Oil on canvas. 170 x 305 cm. Rodrigo Rivero Lake Antiquities, Mexico 

City. 
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Figure 8, 9. Texcoco figure and Tlolac. Codex Ixtlilxóchitl. After 1582. Paint and metal leaf on 

paper. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris. 

 

 

Figure 10. Texcoco ruler. Codex Ixtlilxóchitl. After 1582. Paint and metal leaf on paper. 

Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris. 
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